Solid-state surface acidity and pH-stability profiles of amorphous quinapril hydrochloride and silicate formulations.
To determine the surface acidity and stability profiles of quinapril hydrochloride (QHCl) coground with silicates, solid-state equivalent pH (pHeq) of amorphous samples was measured by diffuse reflectance spectroscopy using pH indicator probes. Calibration curves for pH indicators were developed in buffer solutions. Amorphous samples with and without pH indicators were prepared by cryo-grinding. Different pH grades of silicates and various QHCl/silicate ratios were used to make amorphous samples over a range of surface acidity. Diffuse reflectance spectra of amorphous samples were measured and pHeq was determined using the calibration curves of pH indicators developed in solution. Suspension pH of amorphous samples was also measured. The chemical stability of coground amorphous samples was assessed at 40 degrees C and 0% or 48% RH. The chemical stability of neat amorphous quinapril lyophilized from solutions over a range of pH was also assessed at 40 degrees C/0% RH and the reconstituted pH-stability profile of lyophiles was determined. For all silicate and QHCl/silicate amorphous samples, the same pH rank order was obtained based on pHeq and suspension pH. However, the pHeq was significantly lower than the corresponding suspension pH. Discrepancies between pH-stability profiles based on the pHeq and the suspension pH were observed. In general, the pHeq- and reconstituted pH-stability profiles were essentially identical, but the suspension pH-stability profile deviated from the reconstituted pH-stability profile by 2-3 pH units. The results indicate that solid-state surface acidity measurement provides a more accurate prediction of the effective surface acidity of amorphous formulations than the suspension pH. In conclusion, solid-state surface acidity measurement of excipients and solid formulations using pH indicator probes as surrogates can be used to determine the ionization state of the drug and to predict the chemical stability profile of the drug in actual solid formulations.